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Mosquito-Manson

When Manson’s work was published the Fellows of the Linnean Society were not impressed and he was heckled.

‘Does Manson expect us to believe that these minute filarial had watches so as to know what time to retire to bed and what time to get up’

He was regarded a drunk Scot and was nick-named Mosquito-Manson. But Manson worked tirelessly to prove the members of the L. Society wrong. With partnership with

Ronald Ross he would yet make another great discovery. 

Dr. Pakeer Oothuman
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The Malaysian Society of Parasitology and Tropical Medicine

(MSPTM) started the year of 2022 with a webinar on the

latest updates on malaria in Malaysia. With the theme

entitled ‘Zoonotic Malaria and Challenges in Malaria

Elimination’, this MSPTM Webinar 2022 was held on the 6th

January via Zoom platform, bringing together scientists,

clinicians and public health experts to discuss issues

pertaining to zoonotic malaria that are occurring in

Malaysia, and to understand the challenges of its control

amidst our goal towards malaria elimination. 

Speakers for this webinar were experts who are well-known

for their excellent works in zoonotic malaria. They were

Professor Dr Balbir Singh, a Senior Research Fellow and

former Director of the Malaria Research Centre, Universiti

Malaysia Sarawak, Dr Timothy William, an Infectious

Diseases Consultant from the Subang Jaya Medical Centre

and Dr Tam Zenn Zhueng, a public health expert and Senior

Assistant Principal Director at the Vector-borne Diseases

Sector, Ministry of Health. The back-to-back plenary talks

were moderated by Dr Paul Cliff Simon Divis from Universiti

Malaysia Sarawak while the panel discussion was

moderated by Dr Azdayanti Muslim from Universiti

Teknologi MARA. 

The structure of this webinar covered various aspects of this

zoonotic disease, which include understanding the 

DATE: 6 JANUARY 2022
(THURSDAY)

TIME: 2.00 - 4.30 PM

 epidemiology of Plasmodium knowlesi and other simian

Plasmodium species in humans through molecular

approach, clinical management of knowlesi malaria as well

as control measures undertaken by the Ministry of Health

Malaysia towards malaria elimination. While Malaysia is

preparing for the certification of malaria elimination, one of

the concerns highlighted was that Malaysia should take the

lead at the international level on the discussion of malaria

elimination for the country, particularly on zoonotic malaria.

Since there is a great challenge to eliminate knowlesi

malaria, the ministry is planning for effective preventive

measures for this disease especially in the endemic areas. It

was also highlighted that laboratory diagnosis is essential

for an appropriate treatment for knowlesi malaria. 

Overall, a total of 571 people registered for this event with

407 (71%) attendees, including participants from all

Southeast Asian countries, Japan, India, Pakistan, Yemen,

Nigeria and Ireland. 

For those who wish to revisit the webinar, the recording is

available on Youtube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=m4bhpXU2skQ  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4bhpXU2skQ
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Donations from the previous MSPTM 2021 Conference were channeled to:

 

(1)  NGO: Association of the Network for the Needs of Children with Disabilities

 

This is a parent to parent support NGO & all

money goes to supporting children with

disabilities. 
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(2) Tabung PPUM Frontliner

Certificate of appreciation
from PPUM

Cheque Presentation Ceremony to Tabung Frontliner PPUM by the
Vice President & Chairperson of MSPTM conference Dr Chen Chee

Dhang to the Dean of FoM and Vice-Chancellor of UM
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BIOMEDICAL  PARASITOLOGY LABORATORY
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER SERIES  (BMP-LTTS)

The Course co-hosted by IMR and the MSPTM took place in the Biomedical

Parasitology Laboratory, Institute for Medical Research (IMR) in Bandar Setia

Alam, Selangor. A total of 20 local Participants from Government hospitals

attended the Course, consisting of Clinical Pathologists (7), Science Officers

(6), and Medical Laboratory Technologists (7). The Course was intended to

train these Participants to be the future laboratory personnel to carry out

parasitological tests in planned MOH regional laboratories for diagnosis of

parasitic diseases. 

The course consisted of:

Lecture series        20%

Practical sessions  70%

Pre-Test                 10%

Participants were exposed to basic knowledge of the

Classification and Biology of Intestinal Parasites of

Medical Importance and processes involved in handling

fecal specimen beginning from the collection,

transportation to the diagnostic laboratory followed by

techniques to detect and identify the intestinal

parasites at their diagnostic stages.
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Activities that took place during the 2 series 
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Strengthening Relationship Between
Practitioners of Parasitology

 

President of MSPTM, Dr. Sam Mohan handed out certificates to participants.

Following our past history and tradition of preserving Medical

Parasitology, the IMR once again renewed its commitment and alliance

with practitioners of this unique field of expertise, especially so with

members of MSPTM. 

The Society kindly contributed in expenses for food and beverages and

partial cost of laboratory reagents, consumables, and prints of standard

operating procedures and lecture notes.
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Dr. Norazah Ahmad, Head of Centre, Infectious Disease Research Centre,
IMR, graced the closing ceremony and handed out certificates to participants

Ms. Adela Ida Jiram gave a talk on the Society’s history, objectives, and
activities to the participants.

Ms. Adela Ida Jiram, Science Officer of Parasitology Unit (IMR) who is the

council member and also an active member of MSPTM acted as the

mediator between IMR, MSPTM, and the Course Participants. Her tireless

effort resulted in the recruitment of 7 new memberships for MSPTM.
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Group photos: Participants from Series 1 with staff, tutors, and lecturers for
the workshop.

The Course received high appraisal from the participants and requested for

other parasitic organisms to be offered in future workshops. We hope this

program marks a beginning in collaboration between kindred spirits in

Parasitology especially fellow experts from the Society to reach out and

share their knowledge with future budding Parasitologists, to explore the

many facets of research, diagnostics, and personal experience that will

enrich and improve healthcare for Malaysians and worldwide. 
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Click on the links below to read
the latest open access articles:

https://msptm.org/vol-38-no-
4-december/

https://msptm.org/vol-38-no-3-september/
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Click on the links below to read
the latest open access articles:

https://msptm.org/vol-39-no-
1-march/

https://msptm.org/vol-38-no-3-september/
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𝗔𝗳𝗿𝗶𝗰𝗮𝗻  혀현𝗶𝗻𝗲  𝗳𝗲혃𝗲𝗿  (𝗔𝗦𝗙):  𝗔𝗿𝗲
𝗱𝗼𝗺𝗲혀혁𝗶𝗰  𝗽𝗶𝗴혀  𝗶𝗻  𝗦𝗮𝗯𝗮𝗵  혁𝗲𝗹𝗹𝗶𝗻𝗴
혂혀  𝗮  혀혁𝗼𝗿𝘆  혁𝗵𝗮혁  현𝗲  𝗻𝗲혃𝗲𝗿  𝗸𝗻𝗲현?

Effective control  of  disease transmission across geographical
boundaries requires precise knowledge of  the microorganisms that
cause them and the infection distribution pattern.  ASF,  for example,
is  a  rapidly spreading disease in Asian countries .  The virus that
causes the disease can be l ife-threatening to swine,  both the
domestic  and wild kinds.

 

https://doi .org/10.47665/tb.38.4.095
 

Download the article  for 𝐅𝐑𝐄𝐄 !

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.47665%2Ftb.38.4.095%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2wt15y4R-5zfSK-mno41c3t7rE2Q2OET5dUNBb5l7UeVHXUCUrruO8pxU&h=AT04tEo28W51-E6Tto4RS8OuSsEjz4TicmSOobRRNbQL02pIiqz5T7DD3kWb60C7J1Qdlu4X5BpIIjwBDaKKaxY1zkrPjrTL4ZYORPFuz6E361jWItuYUOCFT4O26lv0PKbtyHrVRM9bvqhFnw&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3TbCOE-_CfLozbmomz0oT7txwPgPJR3pQGyFEfkW99BVH8mYMh-1AnITDPqTe1BsFuLg_l1CMFcx_whGUMHvvB52LQMT110akhQGWdEGzvPO9MKt6gRQIhqIk_HQm_JowFW2eakrEjk5P1SajKfN-Tt2Tn8uPDD_KDgxRVcf0g3pk
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𝗖𝗼혃𝗶𝗱-𝟭𝟵  혃𝗮𝗰𝗰𝗶𝗻𝗲혀:  𝗖𝗮𝗻
𝗿𝗲𝗽𝗲𝗮혁𝗲𝗱  𝗯𝗼𝗼혀혁𝗲𝗿  혀𝗵𝗼혁혀  𝗯𝗲

𝗮혃𝗼𝗶𝗱𝗲𝗱  𝗶𝗻  𝗳혂혁혂𝗿𝗲?
Determination of  the variations in antibody concentrations
fol lowing vaccination is  crucial  in understanding the waning levels
of  antibodies in our body.  This  may ult imately help pol icy-makers
with the planning of  public  health interventions and booster
vaccine rol louts .
Here’s  a  study that compares SARS-CoV-2 antibody patterns over
time between different vaccine types amongst  multi-ethnic
Malaysians.

 

https://doi .org/10.47665/tb.38.4.098 
 

Download the article  for 𝐅𝐑𝐄𝐄 !

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.47665%2Ftb.38.4.095%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2wt15y4R-5zfSK-mno41c3t7rE2Q2OET5dUNBb5l7UeVHXUCUrruO8pxU&h=AT04tEo28W51-E6Tto4RS8OuSsEjz4TicmSOobRRNbQL02pIiqz5T7DD3kWb60C7J1Qdlu4X5BpIIjwBDaKKaxY1zkrPjrTL4ZYORPFuz6E361jWItuYUOCFT4O26lv0PKbtyHrVRM9bvqhFnw&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3TbCOE-_CfLozbmomz0oT7txwPgPJR3pQGyFEfkW99BVH8mYMh-1AnITDPqTe1BsFuLg_l1CMFcx_whGUMHvvB52LQMT110akhQGWdEGzvPO9MKt6gRQIhqIk_HQm_JowFW2eakrEjk5P1SajKfN-Tt2Tn8uPDD_KDgxRVcf0g3pk
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fdoi.org%2F10.47665%2Ftb.38.4.095%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2wt15y4R-5zfSK-mno41c3t7rE2Q2OET5dUNBb5l7UeVHXUCUrruO8pxU&h=AT04tEo28W51-E6Tto4RS8OuSsEjz4TicmSOobRRNbQL02pIiqz5T7DD3kWb60C7J1Qdlu4X5BpIIjwBDaKKaxY1zkrPjrTL4ZYORPFuz6E361jWItuYUOCFT4O26lv0PKbtyHrVRM9bvqhFnw&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3TbCOE-_CfLozbmomz0oT7txwPgPJR3pQGyFEfkW99BVH8mYMh-1AnITDPqTe1BsFuLg_l1CMFcx_whGUMHvvB52LQMT110akhQGWdEGzvPO9MKt6gRQIhqIk_HQm_JowFW2eakrEjk5P1SajKfN-Tt2Tn8uPDD_KDgxRVcf0g3pk


As now, our newsletter served as an avenue to publicise information on MSPTM to
members:  call  for Annual General Meeting, Mid-Year Seminars ,  call  for candidacy
for the Sandosham and MSPTH (Natchatram) Medals ,  grants available ,  abstracts
of talks by visiting well-known researchers from who visited Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia .  

Being a Newsletter Editor is a lonely and a solo job.  It was rather difficult to get
members to contribute articles .  As I was able to draw, I penned articles to
generate some interest by writing short write-ups,  (with sketches) of biographies
of a few famous parasitologists and funny incidents that happened in the Zoo
Negara (which Dr .  S .  Vellayan related to me) .  

At present ,  we are all  overwhelmed with interesting materials in the media!  How
to make our Newsletter more interesting and fun to read?  I know that there are
many good, and funny writers amongst our members .  We should urge them to
contribute .  I  am sure we have all  had interesting happenings in our academic l ife ,
when on duty,  while out in the field doing research, heard humorous stories from
others .  Share your short accounts of your experience (that are publishable) with
members .  A sketch (however poor) ,  a photo can certainly create interest .  Perhaps
Dr.  Farah can announce a few titles (e .g .  experience,  hardships and mishaps faced
during field work, working with animals ,  their failed attempts during research
etc .) .  A competition perhaps? Interviews can be done with well-known MSPTM
Members ,  Past Presidents ,  Secretaries etc .  about their academic l ife ,  what
motivated them to succeed in l ife and their hobbies .  

In short ,  our Newsletter can also be the non-academic voice of MSPTM members .
Do support by contributing articles .
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JOTTINGS FROM A PAST MSPTM
NEWSLETTER EDITOR

 

DR. PAKEER OOTHUMAN

I with the able assistance of the late Mr.  John Jeffery
served as the MSPTM Newsletter Editor from 1987 for
some years until  when I stopped as Editor of our
journal Tropical Biomedicine in 1997. The publication
was sporadic .   I  share my experience here .

The publication then, was necessarily in the form of
hard copies .  This involved quite a bit of work and time.
We had to type,  do a physical layout (cut paste
images) and prepare a master copy before printing and
sending copies to post to members .  Usually ,  it was
about 4 to 8 pages.  Whenever possible it was posted
with the TBM. 

MSPTM PERSONALITIES
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Institution:  Universit i  Malaya

Years working:  22 years

Area of expertise:  Parasitology

INTERVIEW WITH THE EXPERT

Professor Dr. Yvonne Lim Ai Lian



Generally, I have had an amazing journey, as a

woman researcher and a career mother with

strong support from the family. It has not

always been smooth sailing but accepting the

challenges has allowed me to realise my real

potential and inner strength as a researcher.

 

I count myself lucky that I am doing something

that I really like as a parasitologist. Being a

researcher at a university also provides me lots

of opportunity to interact with students,

colleagues as well as the community. What is

also special is the chance to embark on life

journey with my students. Each with a unique

story to tell. These have given me a sense of

purpose, joy and fulfillment. 

I often wonder whether I will get bored of what

I am doing but the more I indulge in

parasitology research, the more I get sucked

into the vicious cycle of finding for answers

and then realizing that there are more

questions now to be answered and the cycle

just goes on. It is an infectious momentum.   

I guess it is these intangible connections,

excitement and curiosity that keep me going.  

15

How would you describe your life story?

MSPTM PERSONALITIES - PROFESSOR DR. YVONNE LIM AI LIAN

Prof. Yvonne with some of her postgraduate students.

Briefly describe a defining moment in

your career

Over the past years, my areas of interest have

evolved. Initially, I anchored on what I was

trained in during my PhD and slowly moved to

other areas as well. I was open to interesting

prospective possibilities. 

The defining moment in my life as a

researcher was when I embarked on a

collaborative research endeavour with

researchers at New York University to

understand the effects of helminth infections

and their relationships with the gut

microbiota (bacteria in the intestines) -

seeing how these influence the immune

system. This was a novel, exciting, emerging

field of medicine that may likely have an

impact on many diseases. After numerous

animal and human studies, the results were

published in Science in 2016. When I found

out that our manuscript was accepted in

Science, it was a surreal feeling. I had to

pinch myself to convince myself that it was

real. We worked very hard and so much data

went into this paper but it was worthwhile. 

We were interested in good science and that

propelled us to strive to do better. We had a

good story to share and it was a sweet

reward. Subsequently, we were granted a R01

NIH USA grant to fund further investigations

based on the findings in Science.   

As I reflect back, this quote resonates well

with this phase of my research journey –

“Sometimes the smallest step in the
right direction ends up being the
biggest step of your life”. You need to

trust your gut feelings and take the

plunge.



Organisms named after you

There is a species of black fly discovered in

Vietnam which is named Simulium yvonneae

(Takaoka et al., 2019). I was very surprised when

approached by authors of this paper and told of

their intention. It was a great honour and I am

very humbled by this recognition. 

Background: A group of researchers from the

Universiti Malaya collected a new black fly

species of the subgenus Gomphostilbia from the

Nghe An Province, northern Vietnam. This new

species was described based on adults, pupae

and mature larvae, and the distinctiveness of

this novel species was also supported by genetic

evidence. The species name Simulium yvonneae

(Takaoka & Low) is in honour of Dr. Yvonne Ai-

Lian Lim, Professor of Department of

Parasitology, Director of International Relations

Office and former Deputy Dean of Faculty of

Medicine, University of Malaya, for her

contribution in parasitic diseases in tropical

countries.”

Reference: Hiroyuki Takaoka, Van Lun Low,

Tiong Kai Tan, Zubaidah Ya’cob, Mohd Sofian-

Azirun, Chee Dhang Chen, Koon Weng Lau, and

Xuan Da Pham. A New Black Fly Species of the

Simulium (Gomphostilbia) duolongum Subgroup

(Diptera: Simuliidae) from Vietnam, and

Molecular Comparisons with Related Species

Using the COI Barcoding Gene. Journal of

Medical Entomology, 2019, 56(2): 432-440. 
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Click on the link to below to read the
article:

https://doi.org/10.1093/jme/tjy222  

Please share your views and

experiences in parasitology

Parasitology is a niche area. Sometimes

being very niche is a double edge sword. It

can favour you sometimes and may also be

unfavourable in some other circumstances. So

it is important to focus on the strengths of the

area of each expertise. 

For me, the field of parasitology has

unfolded great privileges. Given that I

work with faecal samples to understand

gut parasitic diseases, I used to joke that

“People's trash is my treasure”. 

On a more serious note, I am humbled by the

opportunity to work alongside the indigenous

communities in my effort to understand the

diseases which were plaguing them. I learned

many life lessons from these communities.

Unknowingly, they made me a better person.

Through the years, I am constantly reminded

to embrace our shared humanity and the

environment that we borrowed from future

generations.

Being in a niche area, it is important to

cultivate an open and curious mind. Be open

to opportunities to collaborate. To always (if

not most of the time) see the cup half full,

rather than empty. 

Keep on learning and never stop. Be

receptive to diverse opinions because it

enriches and expands the application and

relevance of your niche area. Interact with

researchers of different backgrounds. Get to

know them and what they do and be creative

to think of ideas of how to collaborate. Train

yourself to be good at joining the “dots” or

building bridges. To see things in a bigger

picture as well as to have the skills to

manage and execute ideas. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/jme/tjy222


In our scientific quests, my team collaborated with various experts to understand the epidemiology,

geospatial distribution, genetic characteristics, health education, related zoonotic diseases,

entomology, gut microbiota, bioinformatics, immunology aspects of these diseases. And recently, we

are also trying to understand how evolution of lifestyles influences diseases in these communities. The

horizon of research keeps expanding. Research never ends. Like a never-ending story, the closing of a

chapter leads to the opening of a new chapter. Each time we wrap up a study, more questions

emerge, and more studies sprout.  
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In my various endeavors to understand

diseases plaguing the indigenous

communities, I was guided by the

problems and issues I observed in the

field and in the communities, the causes

or in some cases mysteries behind these

problems and the eagerness to get to the

solutions. It has been a very eventful

journey intertwined with victories and

failures in the attempt to bring possible

solutions. 

The joy of being with the Orang Asli children

The quest goes on but I like to believe that

each step of the way will bring us closer to

some answers and solutions. What drives me

is the aim to make it easier for the next

generation to continue this journey, that

they don’t have to reinvent the wheel or

going through the same difficulties. They

just need to pick up the baton and continue

the race and sprint off, charting their own

path of excellence. 



Currently, I am doing my attachment at the Laboratory of

Parasitic Diseases, the National Institute of Allergy and

Infectious Diseases (NIAID), National Institutes of Health (NIH),

USA under the Fulbright Scholar Programme. I admire the

strong collaborative culture at NIH. It is common to have

someone from another laboratory to just pop up at your

laboratory to ask for help, discuss ideas, get opinion etc.

Everyone feels their opinion counts. And I observed this

culture enables them to thrive.  

 

I wish to see a healthier and encouraging collaborative

research culture locally. Knowledge in science is universal and

has no borders. It is to be shared. A culture that celebrates

success as well as faces challenges together - a strong team

spirit. A culture that persuades researchers to share, give

opinions without being worried whether it is foolish. That

every opinion counts, that every researcher counts. In a

nutshell, to see the champion in everyone, and to support and

accompany them on their research journey. 
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In front of one of the NIH buildings

Can you share some of your interesting

observations throughout your research?

With Malaysian NIH Researchers: from left, Dr. Png Loke, Dr. Joshua Tan, Dr. Lim Ai Ing
and Dr. Lee Soo Ching (who was my former PhD student and postdoctoral candidate)



Learn to appreciate the value of your research. Regard every step of the way as an important piece

of jigsaw puzzle that you are contributing. Without it, the picture is incomplete. Every research

counts and it is our responsibility to make the most of it. 

Think of how your research could benefit the people/society, the environment, the country and the

world at large. Sometimes, give yourself the luxury to think out of the box. One of my favourite

sayings is “Do Science with a passion for the betterment of Humanity”. 

It is never too early to think big. Dream big, for dreams do come true for those who dare to believe

in themselves. As long as you have the desire, an open mind, determination and tenacity, many

opportunities will come your way. 

“To Accomplish great things, we must not only Act, but also Dream, not only Plan, but
also Believe”

In my quest to unravel science, I learned that team effort is one of the utmost important ingredients

to excel in the discovery of science. Therefore, collaborate, collaborate, collaborate! 

MSPTM has been instrumental in nurturing me as a young researcher and introducing me to various

wonderful Malaysian, regional and global parasitologists and entomologists. It is a wonderful

platform for networking. Do take part in the Society's activities. You will not regret it! 

You can do more, achieve more and produce bigger impact together for the greater good.

Research achievements are always a collective effort and there is unity in diversity. We obtain

greater research outcomes with the convergence of various disciplines. 

And when you become successful, do not forget those before you, those around you and those after

you. Be humble. Like the Malay saying, seperti resmi padi, semakin berisi semakin tunduk.

I wish all the young and budding researchers out there, all the best. May the force be with you. 
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Please share a few words of advice for the

budding scientists in the field of parasitology

Life as a researcher is very interesting, rewarding and

humbling at the same time. There are good days and not

so good days. It is important to keep the optimism and

have a sense of purpose in whatever you do. Remember

that challenges make us grow. Reflecting on my past

experiences, it was during the hardest and most

challenging research periods (eg., proposal rejection,

manuscript rejection, grant application rejection, failed

experiments – sometimes when it rains, it pours), that I

learned and grew the most. To bounce back. 
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Institution:  Universit i  Sains Malaysia

Years working:  9 years

Area of expertise:  Medical Entomology  

                           (Mosquito-borne Disease)

 

Associate Professor Dr. Nur Faeza Abu
Kassim

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/
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I am original Penangites where both of my parents are from Penang

and I am the eldest of two siblings. I am married with 4 children (3

boys, 1 girl) and live in Penang. I attended primary and secondary

school in Penang where I entered the dormitory period at the age of 13,

then underwent a Matriculation Program under Malaysian Ministry of

Education in Langkawi, Kedah for a year, a bachelor's degree at The

University of Malaya (Selangor), a master's degree at The University of

Queensland (Australia), Ph.D at The University of Sydney (Australia) and

a Post-Doctoral at The California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco,

California (USA). 

How would you describe your life story?

    I am a very active person in academics and non-academics as well as

have even been involved in humanitarian activities (NGOs) / community

engagements since my school days. Even so, I am still maintaining as one of

the top students and have received excellence awards several times. Due

to excellent results in academics, I have received a scholarship / fellowship

for my undergraduate up to my post-doctoral studies. As an academic

scientist my traditional role has been to create knowledge that can improve

the general quality of life and economic well-being of people, particularly

in Malaysia and the Asian communities. Such goals cannot be achieved

when there are high potential health threats, and attaining those needs to

give particular importance to mosquito-borne diseases, which represent a

major public health concern, and prevention, which has the potential to

enhance a country’s economic output. To these ends, during my 12 year

experiences, I focused on the study of mosquito vectors and mosquito-

vectored diseases, which includes research focusing upon mosquito-

bacteria interactions and the identification of environmentally friendly

factors or products to suppress mosquito populations. These multifaceted

investigations resulted in over 50 peer-reviewed scientific publications in

international journals and abstracts, and conference presentations. 

    In addition to making tangible contributions to science (publications)

and the academic community (findings summarized at national and

international scientific conferences), overall these research activities have

contributed to a deep understanding of the molecular aspects of the

interactions between mosquito vectors and humans, and between

mosquitoes and environmental factors with respect to potential

significance for transmission-blocking strategies and development of

control methods. Furthermore, my research works have contributed to the

production of trained manpower via the training of new generations of

scientists (FYP, MSc., Ph.D students), thereby crucially passing on

knowledge and practical skills to them. More importantly, my recent work

has resulted in the development of an award-winner device currently under

patenting.

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/
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   I am a medical entomologist or called mosquitologist whose

research focuses on vector control of mosquito-borne infectious

diseases such as Dengue and Zika. I have served at the School of

Biological Sciences, USM (Penang) for 9 years and I am a fellow of

the Vector Control Research Unit, USM and The California Academy

of Sciences (USA) as well as The Chairman of COMBI Penang.

Apart from that, I also actively collaborate with several research

institutions abroad such as Australia, USA, Pakistan and Japan as

well as locally external agencies such as The Habitat Foundation,

Sarra Global SDN. BHD. and State Health Department. Furthermore,

I am a member of Young Scientist Network (YSN) under Akademi

Sains Malaysia (ASM) and Penubuhan Sahabat Sains Malaysia (Ini

Sains Beb FB page) since 2013 which I had involved with a lot of

national and international programmes such as outreach

programme, awareness programme to dignify the STEM syllabus in

our country and to educate public all levels on dengue control

throughout multiple platforms like print and electronic media

including social media. 

Briefly describe a defining moment in your career

     My deep interest in this field has led me to produce innovative products for vector control. I cannot deny that my

life as a female scientist and university lecturer is indeed very busy and time with family is very limited. In addition,

'traveling' has become like a routine of life. As such, my first biggest challenge is how I try to balance my life

between career and family where I have young children who also need my attention and they are my top priority. In

fact, there are many family ‘events’ that I have missed throughout my life and I am very thankful because everyone

around me especially my family really understands my career. I am not a genius person but I am a hard worker and I

do not know the meaning of giving up. I have also been frustrated, crying because it is not an easy career journey

when you have to fight solo but I will get back up the next day cause I do not want to waste time. Every success

achieved, I feel satisfied and grateful because all my efforts and sacrifices were worth it. The deep interest in my

career that has shaped me today, the knowledge that led me to explore the world and that also made me always

want to produce the best and benefit all.

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/


    I feel it would greatly benefit my fellow mosquito researchers throughout Asia to share the findings of my research

and to provide opportunities for collaboration to address emerging risks or fill gaps in our knowledge of mosquito-

borne disease risk. After completion of my Ph.D., I am returned to the Universiti Sains Malaysia and Ministry of Health in

Malaysia to assist in the program combating mosquito-borne disease in that region. While primarily concerned with

reducing the impact of dengue, my research with Culex molestus has provided great insight into the benefit of

laboratory ecological and biological studies in the assessment of public health risks and I am pursue this direction

using the dengue mosquitoes Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus in conjunction with mosquito control and

surveillance technologies and strategies. There is an increasing concern regarding mosquito-borne disease

internationally with a range of emerging pathogens and vectors of concern. Later in 2018, I was granted a fellowship

from The California Academy of Sciences and a Post-Doctoral scholarship from Malaysian Ministry of Higher

Education. 
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Please share your views and

experiences in entomology

I have received my training in the Department of Medical

Entomology, University of Sydney where I am worked in

Prof. Richard Russell and Assoc. Prof. Dr. Cameron Webb’s

laboratory and was awarded my Ph.D. in just 3 years

(2013). During my Ph.D., I am managed to publish a number

of high impact journals and it still continues until now.

Clearly, as a medical entomologist, I am very keen to

pursue a career path in academics and research. I did

research into the potential role of Culex molestus in

mosquito-borne disease risk in Australia and it has

implications throughout Asian where Culex species are

associated with the transmission of globally important

arboviruses. I am also had experience with my MSc.

project regarding wolbachia under Prof. McGraw

supervision in her lab at The University of Queensland

(2008). 

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/
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Can you share some of your interesting observations

throughout your research?

I have been involved in the research of mosquitoes and

mosquito-borne diseases for almost 12 years. I am a very active

person since my school days, I love to interact with people and

contribute to society. In addition to coordinating independent

research projects and participating in interdisciplinary

collaborative projects, I also provide professional advice to

local, state, and federal governments, developers, and private

industry regarding mosquito-borne management strategies. 

    I am also active with local and overseas community

engagements where I had the opportunity to share my scientific

findings to the layman level for the impact of their behavioral

change. Notwithstanding the current outbreak, other endemic,

as well as exotic, mosquito-borne pathogens represent future

threats to public health. As there is no large-scale mosquito

control program in Malaysia, reducing the contact between

mosquitoes and people is primarily achieved through the

promotion of personal protection measures. This information is

typically provided in the form of posters, brochures, online

factsheets, and seasonal or outbreak-triggered public health

messages issued by Local Health Districts or the Malaysian

Ministry of Health. Moreover, I am active in innovation research

projects to produce the mosquito control product based on

biocides like M-PAK trap and hydrogel bait that won two gold

medals in 2017 and 2018 at International Invention, Innovation &

Technology Exhibition (ITEX). My achievements in the medical

entomology field are well recognized by my peers as evident

through the awards I have received. 

I    Involvement in a lot of activities including academics

and research made me a better person with more

knowledge and skill even it can take me to the next level

of my professional career, so I can run my service with

more enthusiasm. Not only in Malaysia, but I am also

bringing my knowledge and skills in mosquito-borne

diseases to the international collaboration so it will be

more progressive in the future with the positive impact of

my findings may uncover that could control or mitigate

mosquito-borne infectious diseases such as dengue,

chikungunya, and Zika.

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/
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As a medical entomologist, I have a keen interest in mosquito bio-control technologies as

well as the communication of effective personal protection strategies to minimize

mosquito-borne disease. With the emergence of new communications technologies,

particularly the rise in popularity of social media, there are new opportunities for public

health communications. 

    The aim of the current research was to determine the reach of public health messages

through social media by tracking engagement, audience, and relative value as assessed

by media monitoring organizations and metrics provided by hosting services of social

media platforms. However, this earnest effort only can be achieved by us with great

cooperation from all parties  

sustain the achievement, keep the momentum and strive harder in bringing greater

success to achieve in the challenging future. Other than that, the strong link networking

building between us as a scientist also will move the field of medical entomology in

Malaysia to a higher level and comparable to the developed countries. 

    Understanding science is very important for us to be knowledgeable and have an

impact on our world’s future. We need to develop a new fresh science environment such

as science or public health communication, where we can educate and train our society,

especially our young/future generations to be science-friendly. Take the opportunities

that are available, and you can be successful with all the strength you have in yourself.

 

 Life is short. Try to live it the best you can.

Please share a few words of advice for the

budding scientists in the field of entomology

http://bio.usm.my/staff/nur-faeza-abu-kassim-dr/


1.         Dr. Vignesh Ramachandran - Associate Member 

2.        Prof. Dr. Ranjith Mehenderkar Shivaji Rao - Associate Member

    

3.        Dr. Sarah Abdulaziz Altwaim - Associate Member

4.        Dr. Woo Lai San - Ordinary Member         

5.        Prof. Dato’ Dr. Sellaiah A/L Sithambaram Pillay - Ordinary Member

6.        Ms. Jeyanthi Jeyarajah - Ordinary Member

7.        Dr. Mohammad Ridhuan Mohd Ali - Ordinary Member

8.        Dr. Christina Injan Anak Mawang - Ordinary Member

9.        Ms. Adedolapo Aminat Rauff-Adedotun - Ordinary Member

10.       Ms. Putri Wulan Dari Binti Perison - Ordinary Member

11.        Ms. Mimi Rozita Binti Mahmud - Ordinary Member

12.       Dr. Nik Noorul Shakira binti Mohamed Shakrin - Ordinary Member

13.       Mr. Mohd Adilin Bin Yaacob - Ordinary Member

14.       Dr. Lau Koon Weng - Ordinary Member

15.       Dr. Suhaila Md Hanapiah - Ordinary Member

16.       Dr. Roslinda Binti Jaafar - Ordinary Member

17.       Ms. Tharsini A/P Salyam  - Ordinary Member
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Welcome new members!
We welcome new members to the society and

we look forward see them in the

upcoming event organized by MSPTM.

 



OBITUARY
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PROF. EMERITUS DATO' DR. KHAIRUL ANUAR
 

(3 MAY 1948 - 16 JANUARY 2022)

AL-FATIHAH

It  is  with great  sadness that we inform to al l  the members of  the

passing of  Emeritus Prof.  Dato '  Dr.  Khairul  Anuar bin Abdullah.

He passed away at  4.26am on 16th January 2021.   He became a

member of  the Malaysian Society of  Parasitology and Tropical

Medicine (MSTPM) in 1976 and has contributed immensely to the

development and advancement not only of  the Society but also

Parasitology and Tropical  Medicine in Malaysia and the region.

His last  service as Foundation Dean in the Faculty of  Medicine,

MAHSA University.

May Allah rest  his  soul  in eternal  peace and grant him the

highest  place in Jannah.  Amin Ya Rabbal  Alamin.
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My dear fr iend John Jeffrey passed away
peacefully on 15 August 2021.  It  was indeed a sad
news for me. John, Sulaiman Abdullah and I  had
known each other since 1976 when I  had just
returned from London with a PhD to join the
Department of Parasitology and Medical
Entomology,  Medical Faculty UKM where John
worked. The three of us were single and had
beards and met often whenever Sulaiman
dropped by from University Malaya.  

John had a colourful personality.  Most people
who met John wil l  admit that he was an
intellectually endowed person. He didn’t hold an
academic degree,  but stood on equal footing
when it  came to knowledge in medical
parasitology and, naturally insects.  

John was the eldest son, and as he had to
shoulder his family responsibil ity .  Thus,  he didn't
have the opportunity to achieve his ful l  academic
potential .  Degrees of Masters and PhD were well
within his reach. A pity indeed. Despite this lack
of formal academic qualif ications,  his exposure to
scientists in the Hopper Foundation,  University
Malaya,  Institute of Medical Research brought
out the inherent scientist in John. 

The Genial John Jeffrey - a bonhomie
 

 

That he published much with many researchers ( including me) is well  known. He
rejected a plum job in Singapore on the taxonomy of mosquitoes that came his way in
the 80s.  This was because he needed to support his extended family members,  and his
insistent in being near his church. Despite al l ,  he won the accolade by easi ly winning
both our prestigious MSPTM and Sandosham Medals.

I  joined the MSPTM due to John and he was a devoted supporter of our society,  whether
he held a post or not.  When I  served as editor of Tropical Medicine for about 7 years,  the
amount of work that he did (without a post in TBM) tirelessly was amazing. New
members may not realise that the publication was completely manual ,  and the
processing of al l  articles,  editing, proof reading and posting to members.  He was equally
devoted to work during our Annual General Meetings.  Many wil l  remember this
enthusiasm.

Field work with John was always a joy.  He was easy going and with boundless energy.  He
would stay up late nights sift ing through the days collection when others were already
in 's lumberland' .  Once when we're driving to Port Klang we saw a Varanus that someone
had just been run over.  We had to back track to pick up the dead animal.  'Who knows
what new species of parasites there may be' ,  said John. 
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Parasites and insects were never out of his mind. He saw new ‘species’  in animals
everywhere including the Zoo Negara where we visited often when Dr.  S.  Vellayan was
serving as the veterinarian there.  His knowledge on mosquitoes is superlative,
acknowledged by the late Prof .  Shivaji  Ramalingam. I  would joke with him if  he could
identify a mosquito in the act of f lying. He could.  Splendid indeed!

Once I  showed him how he could draw (trace) diagrams by just using his house window
glass on a bright day l ike an x-ray box.  Within a year he had come out with a book on
mosquitoes with some colleagues in UM.

He studied many f ields.  Read many l iterary authors,  and passed on some books to me
when he decided to stop reading them. Upon retirement he read his scientif ic and
religious books.  For a t ime reading horoscope was his favourite hobby (had a treasured
book on horoscope by Cheiro which he later gave me).  Whenever he meets a new person,
he would quietly study their characteristics and after a brief t ime he' l l  say,  ‘Are you are a
Pisces’? And often he would be spot on!

He became a fr iend of my family.  My three girls recall  fondly John doing funny gestures
and even rol l ing on the ground to amuse them. I  used to chat with him weekly about old
times when the Covid pandemic prevented us meeting in person. For me his passing
away was a personal loss.  He was a great l istener to my troubles.  He was bonhomie.  I
miss talking to him!

BY,

DR . PAKEER OOTHUMAN



ALL MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE AGM. 

Please be informed that the 58th Annual General
Meeting of the Malaysian Society of Parasitology
and Tropical Medicine will be held as follows:

 Date :  25th March 2022 (Friday)

 

 Time :  3.00 pm –  5.00 pm

 

 Venue :  Zoom Meeting Online Platform

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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SAVE THE DATE!
 

 NOT I CE  OF  THE  58TH  ANNUAL  GENERAL
MEET I NG ( AGM)  OF  THE  MALAYS I AN  SOCI ETY
OF  PARAS I TOLOGY AND  TROP I CAL  MED I C I NE



The Malaysian Society of Parasitology and Tropical Medicine (MSPTM) is working closely

with the Parasitology Laboratory, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, UPM to support the

initiative for a National Parasite Reference Collection and parasitology database with

the following objectives:

1. To establish a reference database of Malaysian Parasite fauna for the purpose of

teaching, research and biodiversity cataloguing.

2. To establish a National Parasitology Museum.

This initiative will provide below benefit which were:

 

1.  Malaysian Parasite Reference Collection

 

2. National Parasitology Museum

Therefore, we would like to ask any member who is interested in joining hands together

and contributing to this initiative to contact us and discuss. We would also like to

welcome everyone from research institutions or government sectors and also private

laboratories to join us and make this initiative possible. Please feel free to distribute this

information to those who you think related to the field.

Further details on this initiative are as attached. Please contact secretary MSPTM at

secretarymsptm@gmail.com or 016-3406313 for further information. 
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Call for contribution: 
NAT I ONAL  PARAS I TE  REFERENCE  COLLECT I ON

& PARAS I TOLOGY DATABASE

mailto:secretarymsptm@gmail.com


We are glad to announce that the life membership is now open for members' applications.

WHO TO APPLY?

Ordinary Member who has subscribed for at least 5 years continuously.

HOW TO APPLY?

Fill in the online application forms: https://msptm.org/members/

WHEN TO APPLY?

Application is open throughout the year. 

HOW MUCH TO PAY?

The subscription for life members payable in advance shall be RM1,000.00.

ENQUIRY?

 

Please email us : secretarymsptm@gmail.com
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Call for Life Membership 
Application

https://msptm.org/members/
https://msptm.org/members/
mailto:secretarymsptm@gmail.com
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